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Summarizes the essential elements of all analytical
tests used to characterize petroleum products. The
350 plus entries are alphabetically arranged by
chemical and physical properties, such as apparent
viscosity, density, metal analysis, sulfur
determination, vapor pressure, and water. Each
entry co
Once the second-largest steam locomotive builder in
the U.S., American Locomotive Company (Alco)
produced 75,000 locomotives, among them such
famous examples as the 4-6-4 Hudsons and 4-8-4
Niagaras built for the New York Central, and the
4-6-6-4 Challengers and 4-8-8-4 Big Boys built for
the Union Pacific. Alco Locomotives is the first book
to tell the full story of this company central to
American railroad history—and beloved by railfans for
its rich heritage and its underdog appeal. Noted rail
historian Brian Solomon looks back at the founding
of Schenectady Locomotive Works in 1848 and
proceeds to cover that company’s merger with
several smaller locomotive builders in 1901 to form
Alco. Solomon describes the locomotives that made
Alco’s name around the world, from the standard
designs like Mikados, Atlantics, and Mallets to the
more powerful and flashy post–World War I models.
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His detailed, richly illustrated narrative re-creates the
drama of a tough, ambitious company in the
American tradition—rising again and again to the
demands of an ever-changing industry and
economy. Solomon also covers Alco electrics (built
in partnership with GE), as well as the company’s
successful and quirky diesel offerings, including the
RS-2 and RS-3 road switchers, FA/FB road freight
units, PA road passenger diesel, and the wares of
Canadian affiliate Montreal Locomotive Works.
Enlivened by numerous historical photographs,
modern images, curious details, and firsthand
accounts, this history is a complete, fascinating, and
fitting tribute to a true icon of American railroading.
Praise for the previous edition: “Contains something
for everyone involved in lubricant technology” —
Chemistry & Industry This completely revised third
edition incorporates the latest data available and
reflects the knowledge of one of the largest
companies active in the business. The authors take
into account the interdisciplinary character of the
field, considering aspects of engineering, materials
science, chemistry, health and safety. The result is a
volume providing chemists and engineers with a
clear interdisciplinary introduction and guide to all
major lubricant applications, focusing not only on the
various products but also on specific application
engineering criteria. A classic reference work,
completely revised and updated (approximately 35%
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new material) focusing on sustainability and the
latest developments, technologies and processes of
this multi billion dollar business Provides chemists
and engineers with a clear interdisciplinary
introduction and guide to all major lubricant
applications, looking not only at the various products
but also at specific application engineering criteria All
chapters are updated in terms of environmental and
operational safety. New guidelines, such as REACH,
recycling alternatives and biodegradable base oils
are introduced Discusses the integration of microand nano-tribology and lubrication systems Reflects
the knowledge of Fuchs Petrolub SE, one of the
largest companies active in the lubrication business
2 Volumes wileyonlinelibrary.com/ref/lubricants
The second edition of this invaluable handbook
covers converting vegetable oils, animal fats, and
used oils into biodiesel fuel. The Biodiesel Handbook
delivers solutions to issues associated with biodiesel
feedstocks, production issues, quality control,
viscosity, stability, applications, emissions, and other
environmental impacts, as well as the status of the
biodiesel industry worldwide. Incorporates the major
research and other developments in the world of
biodiesel in a comprehensive and practical format
Includes reference materials and tables on biodiesel
standards, unit conversions, and technical details in
four appendices Presents details on other uses of
biodiesel and other alternative diesel fuels from oils
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and fats
"This new oversize, full color book is the 'Diesel
Spotter's Guide' on steroids. ... After you get
Locomotives, you'll WANT to go out and see what's
new!" --Railfan and Railroad "This is a field guide
that is also elegant, so my advice is this: Buy two
copies, and toss one in your car, and put the other
one on your coffee table." --Trains Locomotives is
the definitive photographic reference for the North
American rail fan. It covers all mainline locomotive
models built for North American railroads from the
mid-1970s onward. This revised and expanded
edition includes data on all the new locomotive
models built from 2007 to January 2015, including
the latest electrics from Siemens and Tier 4
locomotives from General Electrics. Containing 32
new pages, and over 300 photographs of more than
120 models, this remarkable large-format reference
covers every locomotive manufacturer. Greg
McDonnell provides concise yet comprehensive
information on each model, along with easy-to-read
tables of production totals, build dates and
mechanical specifications.
Over the last several years, there has been much
discussion on the interrelation of CO2 emissions with the
global warming phenomenon. This in turn has increased
pressure to develop and produce more fuel efficient
engines and vehicles. This is the central topic of this
book. It covers the underlying processes which cause
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pollutant emissions and the possibilities of reducing
them, as well as the fuel consumption of gasoline and
diesel engines, including direct injection diesel engines.
As well as the engine-related causes of pollution, which
is found in the raw exhaust, there is also a description of
systems and methods for exhaust post treatment. The
significant influence of fuels and lubricants (both
conventional and alternative fuels) on emission behavior
is also covered. In addition to the conventional gasoline
and diesel engines, lean-burn and direct injection
gasoline engines and two-stroke gasoline and diesel
engines are included. The potential for reducing fuel
consumption and pollution is described as well as the
related reduction of CO2 emissions. Finally, a detailed
summary of the most important laws and regulations
pertaining to pollutant emissions and consumption limits
is presented. This book is intended for practising
engineers involved in research and applied sciences as
well as for interested engineering students.
This book is intended to serve as a compendium on the
state-of-the-art research in the field of locomotives and
rail road transport. The book includes chapters on
different aspects of the subject from renowned
international experts in the field. The book looks closely
at diesel engine locomotives and examines performance,
emissions, and environmental impact. The core topics
have been categorised into four groups: general topics,
efficiency improvement and noise reduction, alternate
fuels for locomotive traction, and locomotive emission
reduction and measurement. The book offers an
excellent, cutting-edge resource for researchers working
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in this area. The book will also be of use to professionals
and policymakers interested in locomotive engine
technologies and emission standards.
Combustion Engines Development nowadays is based
on simulation, not only of the transient reaction of
vehicles or of the complete driveshaft, but also of the
highly unsteady processes in the carburation process
and the combustion chamber of an engine. Different
physical and chemical approaches are described to
show the potentials and limits of the models used for
simulation.
This is the first book to examine the process of railway
development in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and China from
historical and comparative perspectives. Moreover, it
discusses and compares the East Asian experiences of
railway development with cases in Germany, which was
a mainstay of railway development in Europe. After the
opening of Japan in the mid-nineteenth century, the
country achieved import substitution of locomotives in
half a century. This book explores the social capability of
Meiji Japan to overtake the advanced countries in
railway technology. Parallel with the expansion of the
Japanese empire, a large team of engineers constructed
and operated the colonial government railways of Taiwan
and Korea and the South Manchuria Railway. The book
clearly outlines the education and training of these
engineers. The management capabilities of the colonial
railways and South Manchuria Railway were transferred
to the postwar period, and such expertise supported the
economic development of each country and region.
These dramatic East Asian experiences of railway
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development are compared with European cases, mainly
German railways.
This unique volume on wind energy features
contributions from the world’s leading research and
development pioneers in the field of renewable energy. It
discusses advances in offshore wind technology, gridconnected systems, grid stabilization and wind turbine
design and highlights. Written from an international
perspective, chapters focus on the status of wind energy
in various regions and countries across the globe,
outlining the positive impact its implementation has had
on delaying the catastrophic effects of climate change.

This overview of the leading locomotive producers in
the United States during the twentieth century shows
how they responded to a radical technological
change: the replacement of steam locomotives by
diesels. The locomotive industry provides a valuable
case study of business practices and dramatic shifts
in innovation patterns, since two
companies--General Motors and General
Electric--that had no traditional ties to locomotive
production demolished established steam locomotive
manufacturers. Albert Churella uses many previously
untapped sources to illustrate how producers
responded to technological change, particularly
between the 1920s and the 1960s. Companies
discussed include the American Locomotive
Company (ALCo), the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
the Lima Locomotive Works, Fairbanks-Morse, the
Electro-Motive Division
of General Motors, and
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General Electric. A comparative work of business
history and the history of technology, the book is not
a complete history of any locomotive builder, nor
does it explore the origins of the diesel engine in
great detail. What it does, and does superbly, is to
demonstrate how managers addressed radical shifts
in technology and production methods. Churella
reveals that managerial culture and corporate
organizational routines, more than technological
competency per se, allowed some companies to
succeed, yet constrained the actions of others. He
details the shift from small-batch custom
manufacturing techniques in the steam locomotive
industry to mass-production methods in the diesel
locomotive industry. He also explains that chance
events and fortuitous technological linkages helped
to shape competitive patterns in the locomotive
industry.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. With an emphasis on diagnosing and
troubleshooting–and featuring numerous tech tips
and diagnostic examples throughout–this
comprehensive, full-color book covers all aspects of
automotive fuel and emissions. Designed specifically
to correlate with the NATEF program, and updated
throughout to correlate to the latest NATEF and ASE
tasks, Automotive Fuel and Emissions Control
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Systems, 4/e combines topics in engine performance
(ASE A8 content area) with topics covered in the
advanced engine performance (L1) ASE test content
area. The result is cost-efficient, easy-to-learn-from
resource for students and beginning technicians
alike. This book is part of the Pearson Automotive
Professional Technician Series, which features fullcolor, media-integrated solutions for today’s
students and instructors covering all eight areas of
ASE certification, plus additional titles covering
common courses. Peer reviewed for technical
accuracy, the series and the books in it represent the
future of automotive textbooks.
Each no. includes a Directory of railway officials.
Petroleum Engineer's Guide to Oil Field Chemicals
and Fluids is a comprehensive manual that provides
end users with information about oil field chemicals,
such as drilling muds, corrosion and scale inhibitors,
gelling agents and bacterial control. This book is an
extension and update of Oil Field Chemicals
published in 2003, and it presents a compilation of
materials from literature and patents, arranged
according to applications and the way a typical job is
practiced. The text is composed of 23 chapters that
cover oil field chemicals arranged according to their
use. Each chapter follows a uniform template,
starting with a brief overview of the chemical
followed by reviews, monomers, polymerization, and
fabrication. The different aspects of application,
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including safety and environmental impacts, for each
chemical are also discussed throughout the
chapters. The text also includes handy indices for
trade names, acronyms and chemicals. Petroleum,
production, drilling, completion, and operations
engineers and managers will find this book
invaluable for project management and production.
Non-experts and students in petroleum engineering
will also find this reference useful. Chemicals are
ordered by use including drilling muds, corrosion
inhibitors, and bacteria control Includes cutting edge
chemicals and polymers such as water soluble
polymers and viscosity control Handy index of
chemical substances as well as a general chemical
index
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story
of modern medicine and bioethics—and, indeed, race
relations—is refracted beautifully, and
movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE FROM HBO® STARRING
OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF
THE “MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING”
(LITHUB), AND “BEST” (THE PHILADELPHIA
INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF
ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK
BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER OF
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND PRIZE
FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times
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Book Review • Entertainment Weekly • O: The
Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial Times • New
York • Independent (U.K.) • Times (U.K.) •
Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • Kirkus
Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name was
Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa.
She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer who
worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet
her cells—taken without her knowledge—became one
of the most important tools in medicine: The first
“immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are
still alive today, though she has been dead for more
than sixty years. HeLa cells were vital for developing
the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets of cancer,
viruses, and the atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to
important advances like in vitro fertilization, cloning,
and gene mapping; and have been bought and sold
by the billions. Yet Henrietta Lacks remains virtually
unknown, buried in an unmarked grave. Henrietta’s
family did not learn of her “immortality” until more
than twenty years after her death, when scientists
investigating HeLa began using her husband and
children in research without informed consent. And
though the cells had launched a multimillion-dollar
industry that sells human biological materials, her
family never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca
Skloot so brilliantly shows, the story of the Lacks
family—past and present—is inextricably connected to
the dark history of experimentation on African
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Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal
battles over whether we control the stuff we are
made of. Over the decade it took to uncover this
story, Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the
Lacks family—especially Henrietta’s daughter
Deborah. Deborah was consumed with questions:
Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they killed
her to harvest her cells? And if her mother was so
important to medicine, why couldn’t her children
afford health insurance? Intimate in feeling,
astonishing in scope, and impossible to put down,
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the
beauty and drama of scientific discovery, as well as
its human consequences.
This book discusses the emerging research centred on
using methanol- whose excellent fuel properties, easy
production and relative compatibility with existing
technology- make it attractive to researchers looking to
alternative fuels to meet the rising energy demand. The
volume is divided into broadly 4 parts which discuss
various aspects of the proposed methanol economy and
the technological advances in engine design for the
utilisation of this fuel. This book will be of interest to
researchers and policy makers interested in using
methanol as the principal source of ready and stored
energy in societal functioning.
This practical guide contains seven modules targeted at
district and health facility staff. It intends to meet the
demands to improve immunization services so as to
reach more infants in a sustainable way, building upon
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the experiences of polio eradication. It includes materials
adapted from polio on planning, monitoring and use of
data to improve the service, that can be used at any
level. Revising the manual has been a team exercise.
There are contributions from a large number of experts,
organizations and institutions. This new edition has
seven modules. Several new vaccines that have become
more readily available and used in recent years have
been added. Also the section on integration with other
health interventions has been expanded as exciting
opportunities and experiences have become evident in
the years following the previous edition. Module 1:
Target diseases and vaccines Module 2: The vaccine
cold chain Module 3: Ensuring safe injections Module 4:
Microplanning for reaching every community Module 5:
Managing an immunization session Module 6: Monitoring
and surveillance Module 7: Partnering with communities.
Solutions for a moving world.
Biochar is the carbon-rich product when biomass (such
as wood, manure or crop residues) is heated in a closed
container with little or no available air. It can be used to
improve agriculture and the environment in several ways,
and its stability in soil and superior nutrient-retention
properties make it an ideal soil amendment to increase
crop yields. In addition to this, biochar sequestration, in
combination with sustainable biomass production, can be
carbon-negative and therefore used to actively remove
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, with major
implications for mitigation of climate change. Biochar
production can also be combined with bioenergy
production through the use of the gases that are given
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off in the pyrolysis process. This book is the first to
synthesize the expanding research literature on this
topic. The book's interdisciplinary approach, which
covers engineering, environmental sciences, agricultural
sciences, economics and policy, is a vital tool at this
stage of biochar technology development. This
comprehensive overview of current knowledge will be of
interest to advanced students, researchers and
professionals in a wide range of disciplines.
Locomotives and Rail Road TransportationTechnology,
Challenges and ProspectsSpringer

Everything you wanted to know about industrial gas
turbines for electric power generation in one source
with hard-to-find, hands-on technical information.
Dual-Fuel Diesel Engines offers a detailed
discussion of different types of dual-fuel diesel
engines, the gaseous fuels they can use, and their
operational practices. Reflecting cutting-edge
advancements in this rapidly expanding field, this
timely book: Explains the benefits and challenges
associated with internal combustion, compression
ignition, gas-fueled, and premixed dual-fuel engines
Explores methane and natural gas as engine fuels,
as well as liquefied petroleum gases, hydrogen, and
other alternative fuels Examines safety
considerations, combustion of fuel gases, and the
conversion of diesel engines to dual-fuel operation
Addresses dual-fuel engine combustion,
performance, knock, exhaust emissions, operational
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features, and management Describes dual-fuel
engine operation on alternative fuels and the
predictive modeling of dual-fuel engine performance
Dual-Fuel Diesel Engines covers a variety of engine
sizes and areas of application, with an emphasis on
the transportation sector. The book provides a stateof-the-art reference for engineering students,
practicing engineers, and scientists alike.
For a one-semester, undergraduate-level course in
Internal Combustion Engines. This applied
thermoscience text explores the basic principles and
applications of various types of internal combustion
engines, with a major emphasis on reciprocating
engines. It covers both spark ignition and
compression ignition engines—as well as those
operating on four-stroke cycles and on two stroke
cycles—ranging in size from small model airplane
engines to the larger stationary engines.
Points out how vulnerable America's energy system
is to sabotage, technical failures, and natural
disasters, and discusses the advantages of
decentralization
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